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ABSTRACT 

In wireless communications, spectrum is a scarce resource and 
hence imposes a high cost on the high data rate transmission. It 
has been demonstrated that multiple antenna system provides 
very promising gain in capacity without increasing the use of 
spectrum, reliability, throughput, power consumption and less 
sensitivity to fading, hence leading to a breakthrough in the 
data rate of wireless communication systems In this paper, we 
study the MIMO system architecture, with optimally ordered 
successive interference cancellation (SIC) receiver in 
MINIMUM MEAN SQUARE ERROR(MMSE) EQUALIZER 
and simulate this structure in Rayleigh fading channel. Based 
on bit error rate, we show the performance of this receiver, 
indicates that the ordered SIC detector most effectively 
balances the accuracy of symbol detection. SIC receiver based 
on MMSE combined with symbol cancellation and optimal 
ordering improves the performance with lower complexity. 
Finally, the paper addresses the current questions regarding the 
integration of MIMO system in practical wireless systems and 
standards. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
During the past few years, a new dimension to future wireless 
communication is opened, whose ultimate goal is to provide 
high data rates to universal personal and multimedia 
communication. To achieve such an objective, the next 
generation personal communication networks will need to be 
support a wide range of services which will include high 
quality voice, data, facsimile, still pictures and streaming video. 
These future services are likely to include applications which 
require high transmission rates of several Mega bits per 
seconds (Mbps). The data rate and spectrum efficiency of 
wireless mobile communications have been significantly 
improved over the last decade or so. Recently, the advanced 
systems such as 3GPP LTE and terrestrial digital TV 
broadcasting have been sophisticatedly developed using OFDM 
and CDMA technology. In general, most mobile 
communication systems transmit bits  of information in the 
radio space to the receiver. The radio channels in mobile radio 

systems are usually multipath fading channels, which cause 
inter-symbol interference (ISI) in the received signal. To 
remove ISI from the signal, there is a need of strong equalizer 
which requires knowledge on the channel impulse response 
(CIR)[1]. Equalization techniques which can combat and 
exploit the frequency selectivity of the wireless channel are of 
enormous importance in the design of high data rate wireless 
systems. On the other hand, the popularity of MIMO 
communication channels, rapidly time varying channels due to 
high mobility, multi-user channels, multi-carrier based systems 
and the availability of partial or no channel state information at 
the transmitter and/or receiver bring new problems which 
require novel equalization techniques. [2] Hence, there is a 
need for the development of novel practical, low complexity 
equalization techniques and for understanding their potentials 
and limitations when used in wireless communication systems 
characterized by very high data rates, high mobility and the 
presence of multiple antennas.[10]. The time span over which 
an equalizer converges is a function of the equalizer algorithm, 
the equalizer structure, and the time rate of change of the 
multipath radio channel.[3]In 1996, Raleigh and Cioffi and 
Foschini proposed new approaches for improving the 
efficiency of MIMO systems, which inspired numerous further 
contributions [11]–[13] for two suitable architectures for its 
realisation known as Vertical Bell-Labs Layered Space-
Time(VBLAST), and Diagonal Bell-Labs Layered Space- 
Time BLAST (D-BLAST) algorithm has been proposed by 
Foschini, which is capable of achieving a substantial part of the 
MIMO capacity. It is capable of achieving high spectral 
efficiency while being relatively simple to implement. This 
structure offers highly better error performance than other 
existence detection method and still has low complexity. The 
basic motive was to increase the data rate in a constrained 
spectrum. The promises of information theoretic MIMO 
analysis for the channel capacity were the main trigger for this 
enthusiasm and also ignited the study of related areas such as 
MIMO channel modelling , Space- Time signal processing, 
Space-Time coding, etc. The objective of such multi-channel 
dia-gonalization is to partition or distribute multi-user signals 
into disjoint space and resultant channel gains are maximized 
to optimize the overall system capacity under the constraint of 
a fixed transmit power . Also improve the quality (BER) or 
potential of achieving extraordinary data rates [2,7] by 
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transferring the signals in time domain and space domain 
separately, without consuming more frequency resources , 
frequency diversity due to delay spread, higher spectral 
efficiency and without increasing the total transmission power 
or bandwidth [14]-[18] of the communication system. 
 
2. MIMO SYSTEM 
 
MIMO systems are an extension of smart antennas systems. 
Traditional smart antenna systems employ multiple antennas at 
the receiver, whereas in a general MIMO system multiple 
antennas are employed both at the transmitter and the receiver. 
The addition of multiple antennas at the transmitter combined 
with advanced signal processing algorithms at the transmitter 
and the receiver yields significant advantage over traditional 
smart antenna systems - both in terms of capacity and diversity 
advantage. A MIMO channel is a wireless link between M 
transmits and N receive antennas. It consists of MN elements 
that represent the MIMO channel coefficients. The multiple 
transmit and receive antennas could belong to a single user 
modem or it could be distributed among different users. The 
later configuration is called distributed MIMO and cooperative 
communications. 
 

 

Figure 1: Functions of MIMO 

3. CHANNEL CAPACITY OF MIMO SYSTEM  

To mitigate the problem of “impairment” in Multipath 
propagation, diversity techniques were developed. Antenna 
diversity is a widespread form of diversity. Information theory 
has shown that with multipath propagation, multiple antennas 
at both transmitter and receiver can establish essentially 
multiple parallel channels that operate simultaneously, on the 
same frequency band at the same total radiated power. Antenna 
correlation varies drastically as a function of the scattering 
environment, the distance between transmitter and receiver, the 
antenna configurations, and the Doppler spread. Recent 
research has shown that multipath propagation can in fact 

“contribute” to capacity. Channel capacity is the maximum 
information rate that can be transmitted and received with 
arbitrarily low probability of error at the receiver. A common 
representation of the channel capacity is within a unit 
bandwidth of the channel and can be expressed in bps/Hz. This 
representation is also known as spectral (bandwidth) efficiency. 
MIMO channel capacity depends heavily on the statistical 
properties and antenna element correlations of the channel. 
Representing the input and output of a memory less channel 
with the random variables X and Y respectively, the channel 
capacity is defined as the maximum of the mutual information 
between X and Y : 
C =  max p(x) I (X;Y) …………...(1) 
A channel is said to memory less if the probability distribution 
of the output depends only on the input at that time and is 
conditionally independent of previous channel inputs or 
outputs. P(x) is the probability distribution function (pdf) of the 
input symbols X. 
 
For the MIMO system, we have M antennas at transmitter and 
N antennas at receiver.  
 
We analyze the capacity of MIMO channel in two cases: 
 
3.1 Same signal transmitted by each antenna 
 
In this case, the MIMO system can be view in effect as a 
combination of the SIMO and MISO channels: 
 
SNR  =  N2M2. signal power  =  M. N. SNR 
                  N. M. (noise) 
So the capacity of MIMO channels in this case is: 
 
CMIMO=B.log2[1 + M.N. SNR](BPS ⁄Hz)…     (2) 
 
Thus, the channel capacity for the MIMO systems is higher 
than that of SIMO and MIMO system. But in this case, the 
capacity is increasing inside the log function. This means that 
trying to increase the data rate by simply transmitting more 
power is extremely costly. 
 
3.2 Different signal transmitted by each antenna 
 
The big idea in MIMO is that we can send different signals 
using the same bandwidth and still be able to decode correctly 
at the receiver. Thus, it is like we are creating a channel for 
each one of the transmitters. The capacity of each one of these 
channels is roughly equal to: 
                                                   
CMIMO = B.log2[1+ SNR] ( BPS ⁄Hz) ……….(3) 
                           
But we have MT of these channels, so the total capacity of the 
system is: 
 
CMIMO=M.B.log2[1+SNR](BPS/Hz)……(4) 
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Roughly, with N≥ M, the capacity of MIMO channels is equal 
to: 
 
CMIMO =M.B.log2[1 + SNR] (BPS ⁄Hz) ……(5) 
 

Thus, we can get linear increase in capacity of the 
MIMO channels with respect to the number of transmitting 
antennas. So, the key principle at work here is that it is more 
beneficial to transmit data using many different low-powered 
channels than using one single, high-powered channel. In the 
practical case of time-varying and randomly fading wireless 
channel, it shown that the capacity of M x N MIMO system for 
known Channel is 
 
CMIMO=B.log2│det[IN+SNR.HH*]│(BPS ⁄ Hz)……...(6)                                      
                                        M 
We can see that the advantage of MIMO systems is significant 
in capacity. As an example, for a system which 
M = N and   HH* →   IN 
                     M     
Therefore, the capacity increases linearly with the number of 
transmit antennas . 
 
CMIMO=M.B.log2[1+SNR] (BPS ⁄ Hz)………(7) 
 

MIMO is best when SNR and angular spread are large 
but for Small angular spread or presence of a dominant path 
(e.g. LOS) reduce MIMO performance. In multipath using 
multiple antennas at both TX and RX multiplies capacity: C 
increases by K bps/HZ for every 3 dB SNR increase for MIMO 
and C increases by 1 bps/HZ for every 3dB of SNR increase for 
SIMO,MISO or SISO(at high SNR). Where K represents the 
number of nonzero (i.e., positive) Eigen values of HH*. 
 
4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MIMO 
TECHNOLOGY 
4.1 MMSE Equalization:     
   A minimum mean square error (MMSE) describes the 
approach which minimizes the mean square error (MSE), 
which is a common measure of estimator quality. The term 
MMSE specifically refers to estimation in a Bayesian setting, 
since in the alternative frequentist setting there does not exist a 
single estimator having minimal MSE. MMSE criterion is 
evaluated over both the distribution of noise as well as the 
distribution over the symbols. It can measure how accurately 
each individual input sample can be recovered using the 
channel output. There are two types of MMSE: causal 
(filtering) MMSE and noncausal (smoothing) MMSE. Both 
causal and noncausal MMSE are important performance 
measures. 
Furthermore, according to new information- theoric identity, an 
unexpected fundamental result in nonlinear filtering is 
unveiled. That is, the filtering MMSE is equal to the mean 
value of the smoothing MMSE 
cMMSE(snr) = E{MMSE ( Γ )} 

where Γ is chosen uniformly distributed between 0 and snr. In 
fact, stationarity of the input is not required if the MMSEs are 
defined as the time averages. 

4.2 Succesive Interference Cancellation with Optimal 
Ordering:  
In classical Successive Interference Cancellation(SIC), the 
receiver arbitrarily takes one of the estimated symbols, and 
subtract its effect from the received symbol y1 and y2 
However, we can have more intelligence in choosing whether 
we should subtract the effect of 1 first or 2 first. To make that 
decision, let us find out the transmit symbol (after 
multiplication with the channel) which came at higher power at 
the receiver. The received power at the both the antennas 
corresponding to the transmitted symbol 1  is,=The received 
power at the both the antennas corresponding to the transmitted 
symbol x2 is,.If  then the receiver decides to remove the effect 
of  from the received vector y1 and y2 and then re-estimate. Else 
if Px1 < Px2 the receiver decides to subtract effect of  from the 
received vector y1and y2, and then re-estimate. 

5. RESULT 
 
Zero Forcing equalizer performs well only in theoretical 
assumptions that are when noise is zero. Its performance 
degrades in mobile fading environment. Zero forcing with 
Successive interference cancellation improves the performance 
of equalizer. This process improves the estimator performance 
on the next component compared to the previous one. 
Compared to Zero Forcing equalization alone case, addition of 
successive interference cancellation results in around 2.2dB of 
improvement for BER. Zero forcing with Successive 
interference cancellation with optimal ordering ensures that the 
reliability of the symbol which is decoded first is guaranteed to 
have a lower error probability than the other symbol. Compared 
to Zero Forcing equalization with successive interference 
cancellation case, addition of optimal ordering results in around 
2.0 db of improvement for BER. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2:BER plot for  2×2 MIMO with MMSE equalization 
for BPSK in Rayleigh channel 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we provide a general multiple antenna system,  
and analyzed the performance of system with MMSE detector 
in Rayleigh fading channels. We first provide a comprehensive 
summary of capacity for single-user MIMO channels. This 
indicate that the capacity gain obtained from multiple antennas 
heavily depends on the amount of channel knowledge at either 
the receiver or transmitter, the channel SNR, and the 
correlation between the channel gains on each antenna element. 
We then focus attention on the capacity regions for MIMO 
broadcast and multiple accesses under known channels or 
unknown channels. In contrast to single-user MIMO channels, 
capacity results for these multiuser MIMO channels are quite 
difficult to obtain, even for constant channels. We summarize 
capacity results for the MIMO broadcast and multiple access 
channels for channels that are either constant or fading with 
perfect instantaneous knowledge of the antenna gains at both 
transmitter(s) and receiver(s). Doing successive interference 
cancellation with optimal ordering ensures that the reliability of 
the symbol which is decoded first is guaranteed to have a lower 
error probability than the other symbol. This results in lowering 
the chances of incorrect decisions resulting in erroneous 
interference cancellation. Hence gives lower error rate than 
simple successive interference cancellation. MIMO is an 
important key for enabling the wireless industry to deliver on 
the vast potential and promise of wireless broadband. 
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